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Abstract Dry granular materials in a split-bottom ring

shear cell geometry show wide shear bands under slow,
quasi-static, large deformation. This system is studied

in the presence of contact adhesion, using the discrete

element method (DEM). Several continuum fields like

the density, the deformation gradient and the stress ten-

sor are computed locally and are analyzed with the goal
to formulate objective constitutive relations for the flow

behavior of cohesive powders.

From a single simulation only, by applying time- and

(local) space-averaging, and focusing on the regions of

the system that experienced considerable deformations,
the critical-state yield stress (termination locus) can be

obtained. It is close to linear, for non-cohesive granu-

lar materials, and nonlinear with peculiar pressure de-

pendence, for adhesive powders – due to the nonlinear
dependence of the contact adhesion on the confining

forces.

The contact model is simplified and possibly will

need refinements and additional effects in order to re-

semble realistic powders. However, the promising me-
thod of how to obtain a critical-state yield stress from

a single numerical test of one material is generally ap-

plicable and waits for calibration and validation.
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1 Introduction

Granular materials are a paradigm of complex systems,
where phenomena like segregation, clustering, arching,

and shear-band formation occur due to the collective

behavior of many particles interacting via contact forces.

For geo-technical applications and industrial design in
mechanical- and process-engineering, one of the main

challenges is to obtain (macroscopic) continuum consti-

tutive relations that allow to predict the flow behavior

of the particles. The relevant macroscopic parameters

are usually obtained from experimental and numerical
tests on representative samples, so-called element-tests.

As an example, as the basis for silo-design, the Jenike

procedure to measure the so-called “incipient yield lo-

cus” (named yield locus in the following) is discussed
in classical publications and textbooks, see e.g. Refs.

[1; 2; 3].

DEM simulations of similar element-tests offer ad-
vantages with respect to physical experiments, as they

provide more detailed information on forces and dis-

placements at the grain scale. DEM allows the specifica-

tion of particle properties and interaction laws and then
the numerical solution of Newton’s equations of motion

[4; 5] of all particles. Finding the connection between

the micro-mechanical properties and the macroscopic

behavior involves the so-called micro-macro transition

[6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11]. Extensive “microscopic” simulations
of many homogeneous small samples, i.e., so-called rep-

resentative volume elements (RVE), have to be used to

derive the macroscopic constitutive relations needed to

describe the material within the framework of a con-
tinuum theory. In this study, however, the critical-state

yield stresses at various pressure levels (which manifest

the termination locus, or also called: critical-state lo-
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cus or critical-state yield surface) are obtained from a

single numerical experiment.

In this first introduction section, we review the dif-

ferent terminologies used in various fields concerning
the phrases yield stress and locus, discuss their relation

and theoretical interpretation, give some practical ex-

amples, and discuss the present approach. Section 2 is

dedicated to the contact model, which contains normal
elasto-plastic, viscous, and most important, adhesive

forces (with artificially small friction in the tangential

direction). In section 3, the results from samples with

different adhesion intensity are presented in the form

of the termination locus. Finally, in section 4, a short
summary, conclusions, and an outlook are given.

1.1 Different yield stresses and concepts

To clarify the terminology, we review different concepts

related to the material behavior and its measurement

– especially concerning the yield of granular materials,
see e.g., chapter 6 in the book by Nedderman [3].

The state of a granular material (e.g. in a shear cell)

is usually characterized by some normal stress σ, the

shear stress τ , and the void fraction ε = 1− ν (where ε
is the volume of voids divided by total volume and the

volume fraction (density), ν, is the volume of particles

divided by total volume, i.e., the dimensionless density).

To determine the failure properties of the material,
a normal stress σ0 is applied and then the sample is

sheared (in a given experimental set-up, which deter-

mines which stresses can be measured, e.g., as force
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Fig. 1 Geometrical representation of the (incipient) yield locus,
the effective yield locus and the termination locus, in the shear
versus normal stress plane, according to Nedderman [3]. The so-
called Mohr-circle represents the stress tensor with eigen-values
σmin and σmax, pressure p and deviatoric stress q, as defined in
the main text.

divided by wall-area). As the shear stress increases the

sample can dilate, however, this depends on the ini-

tial state of the material: one can observe over-, under-

and critically consolidated behavior for initially high,

low and intermediate densities, respectively. In many
situations and for many materials, the stress reaches

a maximum τ0 with void fraction ε0 (density ν0). The

point in stress space, (σ0, τ0) is called a yield stress or

yield point of the material if the stress does not increase
further. (This does not imply reversibility below and

purely plastic behavior at yield, as some elasto-plastic

models would). Note that the yield point depends sen-

sibly on the history of the sample and, in many ex-

perimental configurations, the state of stress is not ho-
mogeneous throughout the sample. When sheared for

larger strains, typically, the sample reaches a critical-

state, where the measured values do not change any-

more and (as paradigm) do not depend on the history
of the sample. If this state is reproducibly reached, it

can be used as starting (termination) point to obtain

the yield locus of the material and we denote this ter-

mination point stress values by a star, see Fig. 1.

The concept of yield point (stress) is used in parti-
cle technology in a context different from engineering

mechanics. In the latter case a yield point belongs to

a yield surface that encloses a hypothetical region in

stress space where only elastic deformations are pos-
sible. In the case of particulate materials there is no

sound evidence of a purely elastic regime. Therefore we

avoid here to introduce the concept of yield surface. In-

stead we refer here to the yield locus as the equivalent

to the failure surface in engineering materials, i.e., the
surface in the stress space that encloses all admissible

stress states.

In powder technology, a very particular method is

used to measure the (incipient) yield locus. The material
sample must be first consolidated and then sheared un-

der some constant load, σ, until the shear stress, τ , has

reached a constant (i.e., the critical-state with σ∗ ≈ σ0

and τ∗ ≈ τ0). Then the shear stress is released, i.e.,

the direction of shear must be reversed until the shear
stress reduces almost to zero. With either the same or,

usually, a lower normal load, shear is applied in the

original direction until failure (yield) occurs. The peak

shear stress measured this way represents one point on
the yield locus in the shear versus normal stress rep-

resentation, see Fig. 1. Reconsolidating with the same

initial normal load, and following the same procedure of

releasing and shear failure with a different normal load,

produces further points on the yield locus that belongs
to σ0 with a consolidation density ν0 (void fraction ε0).

For different consolidation normal stress, σ1, an-

other void fraction ε1 will establish and, following the
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same procedure, another yield locus will be obtained.

Different yield loci are often similar in shape and can be

scaled using their end-point (termination) as reference,

see Refs. [1; 3].

If shear is applied further, beyond failure (yield), the

shear stress usually decreases and saturates at a level
that is smaller and independent of the consolidation

stress, which is called sustained yield locus, critical-

state yield stress, or termination locus, see Fig. 1. In

contrast, if the load would be increased after consol-
idation, the powder would compact, i.e., the density

would increase from its consolidation value and yield

would take place on the so-called consolidation locus

(not shown here, see Ref. [3]).

Note that the density at failure normally can not
be measured experimentally, since the system is inho-

mogeneous, with a localized shear-band, where dilation

takes place, while the density changes little outside of

the shear-band. For the critical-state yield stress (ter-

mination locus), it is assumed that the density reaches
an equilibrium value at large strain, which is close to

the value defined by the consolidation density at the

same stress-level. However, due to localized strain in

the shear-band, this is not trivial in most geometries.

1.2 Theoretical Interpretation

There is no fundamental reason that the yield loci be

geometrically similar neither that they and the termi-

nation locus are a straight lines. Nedderman names
those materials “simple materials” [3], and Molerus [2]

based his theory on the assumptions that (i) the ad-

hesion forces at contact are proportional to the exter-

nal stresses – which is not true for the contact model
used in this study – and (ii) the (directional) proba-

bility distribution of adhesive forces is the same as the

orientational distribution of the normal forces (which is

subject to further study).

For simple materials, the yield locus is close to a line
as shown in Figure 1, and the yield locus is predicted

according to Coulomb as:

τ = c + µmσ , (1)

with the macroscopic coefficient of friction, µm = tanφ,

the internal angle of friction φ, and the macroscopic
cohesion c. If the yield locus is not straight, one still can

apply linear fits in some point, e.g., at termination, or

at some range of stresses, to obtain the effective values,

φe, and ce. The (straight) termination locus is classified
by the angle ∆, so that τ∗ = µ∗

mσ∗ = tan∆σ∗, where

the stars denote the termination locus stresses shown

in Fig. 1. The effective yield locus is the tangent to the

same Mohr circle, which also goes through the origin

with angle δ to the normal stress axis, so that

sin δ = q/p , (2)

with the isotropic stress p and the deviatoric stress q =

(σmax − σmin)/2, which is based on the maximal and
minimal eigenvalues of stress [11; 12] (which are usually

not known when only one normal and one shear stress

can be measured). Note that p is objective and well-

defined (but not always available). This is in contrast

to σ∗, which depends on the experimental configuration
and the details of the measurement. In general, one has

p 6= σ∗ and q 6= τ∗ even though the values are close in

the systems studied up to now [12].

An alternative definition of the deviatoric stress is
based on the second invariant of the stress tensor and

is thus objective: σD =
√

I2/2, see Ref. [12]. For a

stress tensor with intermediate eigenvalue σ2 = (σmax+

σmin)/2, which is colinear (coaxial) with the strain-rate

in the critical-state, the three deviatoric stresses would
be identical τ∗ = q = σD. Deviations from this identity

were reported to be rather small [12], however, this is

subject to further study. 1

For the same geometry as used in this study, i.e., the
split-bottom ring shear cell, the shear stress at critical

state was measured for cohesionless materials with and

without friction [11; 12], and observed to be almost lin-

ear, being somewhat smaller for lower confining stress.
This allowed to specify the macroscopic coefficient of

friction, µ∗

m 6= µ, where µ is the coefficient of friction at

contact. The deviator stress, σD is slightly larger than

the shear stress τ∗ and the stress difference q (unpub-

lished data – not shown).

The internal angle of friction, φ, represents the bulk

friction of the static, consolidated material, while the

effective angle of friction, δ, is relevant for flowing ma-

terials. Only when the stress and strain rate are co-
linear in the critical flow regime, the simple relation

sin δ = tan∆, which relates the angles of the effective

and the termination locus, can be expected to hold.

A more detailed study of co-linearity, as connected to
the difference between shear and deviatoric stress, is far

beyond the scope of this study with the focus on the

termination locus from DEM simulations of particles

with nonlinear contact adhesion.

1.3 Practical examples

In mechanical and chemical engineering, e.g., for the
design of silos, the Jenike procedure [3; 13] is based

1 By definition, two tensors are called colinear, or coaxial, when
the principal axes of both tensors coincide.
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on the knowledge of several yield loci, including also

yield loci under time-consolidation, which tend to show

greater shear stresses and cohesion than for instanta-

neous measurements. The flow-function of Jenikes pro-

cedure is based on the unconfined yield stress, σc, which
can be obtained from the Mohr circle that goes through

zero confining stress and is tangent to the yield locus.

Different yield loci thus correspond to different σc. For

further details we refer to the broad literature on this
subject, since the unconfined yield stress is not directly

related to the critical-state yield stress (termination lo-

cus) as discussed in this study. As will be shown, the

termination locus is not a straight line for our material,

which thus is not “simple”.
In soil mechanics, there is something referred to as a

“tension cut-off”, see chapter 11 in Ref. [14], and applies

to the case of overconsolidated (pre-stressed) clays. In

this context, let us just call them stiff clays and ignore
their history. Stiff clays behave in a similar manner to

dense sands in that they expand when sheared and ex-

hibit strain softening behavior. Whether they exhibit

a “cohesion intercept” on a Mohr-Coulomb diagram or

not is still an open question due to the difficulty of per-
forming reliable element tests in the laboratory at very

low stresses. Some type of tension cut-off, resulting from

simulations, will be shown in this paper, see Fig. 5.

In rheology, the yield stress of a sheared sample of
material is the typical subject of investigation, see as

mere examples, Refs. [15; 16; 17; 18; 19] and references

therein. The role of the micro-structure that can lead

to effects like aging (or re-juvenation [20]), as well as

concepts like shear-thinning or -thickening and their re-
lation to the present study are not detailed further.

Also a discussion of the influence of different bound-

ary conditions (uni- vs. bi-axial deformation or sim-

ple shear vs. pure shear) goes beyond the scope of this
study, as does the discussion of different materials with

more complex micro-structure than particle systems (like

e.g. polymers).

1.4 Discussion of the present approach

An alternative to a series of element tests is presented in

this study. One can simulate an inhomogeneous geom-

etry, where static regions co-exist with dynamic, flow-

ing zones and, respectively, high density co-exists with
dilated zones – at various pressure levels. From ade-

quate local averaging over equivalent volumes – inside

which all particles behave similarly – one can obtain

from a single simulation already constitutive relations
in a certain parameter range, as was done systemati-

cally in two-dimensional (2D) Couette ring shear cells

[9; 21] and three-dimensional (3D) split-bottom ring

shear cells [11; 12]. The fact that the split-bottom shear

cell has a free surface allows to scan a range of confin-

ing pressures between zero and σmax
zz , which is due to

the weight of the material and determined by the filling

height.

One special property of the split-bottom ring shear

cell is the fact that the (wide) shear band is initiated at

the bottom gap between the moving, outer and fixed,

inner part of the bottom-wall and thus remains in many
cases far away from the walls. The velocity field is well

approximated by an error-function [11; 12; 22; 23; 24]

with a width considerably increasing from bottom to

top (free surface) [19; 24; 25; 26]. The width of the

shear-band is considerably larger than only a few par-
ticle diameters, as reported in many other systems. Ef-

fects like segregation in this system are not discussed

here, instead we refer to a recent study [27] and the

references therein.

The micro-macro data-analysis of the simulations

provides data-sets for various different densities, coor-

dination numbers, pressures, shear-stresses and shear-

rates – from a single simulation only. Due to the cylin-

drical symmetry, each point in r-z direction, takes a
certain pressure p, void fraction ε (or density ν), coor-

dination number C [28], strain rate γ̇, and structural

anisotropy (not discussed here). Previous simulations

with dry particles were validated by experimental data
and quantitative agreement was found with deviations

as small as 10 per-cent [11; 12; 23; 29], concerning the

center of the shear-band as function of distance from

the bottom, for a recent review see Ref. [19].

Note that both time- and space-averaging are re-
quired to obtain a reasonable statistics. Furthermore,

even though ring-symmetry and time-continuity are as-

sumed for the averaging, this is not true in general,

since the granular material shows strong spatial fluc-

tuations in the deformation (non-affine deformations)
and intermittent behavior. Nevertheless, the time- and

space-averages are performed as a first step to obtain

continuum quantities – leaving an analysis of their fluc-

tuations to future studies.

One important observation is that the profiles of

strain rate and velocity need some time to establish,

especially in their tails. The larger the local strain rate,

the shorter is the time it takes the particles to establish

their critical-state flow regime [12; 24]. This means that
all points close to the center of the shear-band quickly

reach the steady state flow, while points farther away

are not yet close to the steady flow regime. By only con-

sidering data with strain rate above a certain thresh-
old, the critical-state shear stresses at different confin-

ing pressure and density can be obtained, representing

the termination locus of the material [11; 12]. The evo-
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lution of the shear stress towards the steady state was

the subject of study in 2D [30; 31] and 3D [12], but

will not be addressed here. A model that connects, in

particular, the evolution of stress and structure is in

development and will be published elsewhere [32; 33].

2 From contacts to many-particle behavior

The behavior of particulate media can be simulated ei-

ther with the discrete element method (DEM) or with
molecular dynamics (MD) [8; 9; 10; 34]. Both meth-

ods share similar methodologies on the integration of

the equations of motion of the particles. The difference

is that MD normally involves energy conservation and

pair interaction potentials, while DEM handles interac-
tions using force-displacement relations that often can-

not be related to a potential due to various mechanisms

of energy dissipation. MD was developed for numerical

simulations of atoms and molecules [4], while DEM is
more suitable for modeling geological materials and in-

dustrial powders [5]. We use the DEM approach, where

the interaction forces between pairs of particles involve

both normal and tangential direction and the resultant

torques (as well as torques connected to rolling and tor-
sion, which are not considered here). Particle positions,

velocities and interaction forces are sufficient to inte-

grate the equations of motion for all particles simulta-

neously.

Since the exact calculation of the deformations of
the particles is computationally too expensive, we as-

sume that the particles remain spherical and can inter-

penetrate each other. Then we relate the normal inter-

action force to the overlapping length as fn = knδn,

with a stiffness kn and the (interpenetration) overlap
δn that stands for the contact-deformation. The tan-

gential force f t = ktδ
t is proportional to the tangential

displacement of the contact points (due to both rota-

tions and sliding) with a stiffness kt. The tangential
force is limited by Coulomb’s law for sliding f t ≤ µfn,

i.e., for µ = 0 one has no tangential forces at all. To ac-

count for energy dissipation, the normal and tangential

degrees of freedom are also subject to viscous, velocity

dependent damping forces, for more details see [10; 35].

2.1 Adhesive Contact Model

For fine dry particles [36], not only friction is relevant,

but also adhesive contact properties due to van der
Waals forces. Furthermore, due to the tiny contact area,

even moderate forces can lead to plastic yield and irre-

versible deformation of the material in the vicinity of

the contact. This complex behavior is modeled by intro-

ducing a variant of the linear hysteretic spring model,

as introduced in Refs. [10] and briefly explained in the

following.

The adhesive, plastic (hysteretic) force is introduced
by allowing the normal stiffness constant kn to depend

on the history of the deformation. Given the plastic

stiffness k1 and the maximal elastic stiffness k2, the un-

and re-loading stiffness k∗ interpolates between these
two extremes (see below). The stiffness for un-loading

increases with the previous maximal overlap, δmax, reached.

The overlap when the unloading force reaches zero,

δ0 = k∗−k1

k∗
δmax, resembles the permanent plastic defor-

mation and depends nonlinearly on the previous max-
imal force fmax = k1δmax. The negative forces reached

by further unloading are attractive, adhesion forces,

which also increase nonlinearly with the previous max-

imal compression force experienced. The maximal ad-
hesion force is given by fmin = −kcδmin, with δmin =
k∗−k1

k∗+kc

δmax.

Three physical phenomena elasticity/stiffness, plas-

ticity and adhesion are thus quantified by three ma-

terial parameters k2, k1, and kc, respectively. Plastic-
ity disappears for k1 = k2 and adhesion vanishes for

kc = 0. As discussed in detail in Ref. [10], for practi-

cal reasons and since extremely high forces will lead to

qualitatively different contact behavior anyway, a max-
imal force free overlap δf = 2φfa1a2/(a1 + a2), was de-

fined (with an empirical parameter φf = 0.05), above

which k∗ does not increase anymore [10] and is set to

the maximal value k∗(δ0 > δf ) = k2. This visco-elastic,

reversible branch is referred to as “limit branch” in the
following (with viscous dissipation active still). It is an

over-simplification of the large-deformation regime and

has some physical meaning related to multiple contacts,

contact-melting, and extreme deformations, however,
this is not discussed further for the sake of brevity, see

Ref. [37] for details.

The magnitude of adhesion at the contacts can be

quantified by the ratio of the maximal possible adhe-

sive force and the maximal repulsive force, previously
reached during loading 2:

χ := −
fmin

fmax

=
kc

k1

k∗ − k1

k∗ + kc

, (3)

for δ0 ≤ δf . On the limit branch one has χf := χ(δ0 ≥

δf ) = (k2/k1−1)/(k2/kc+1) (so that χf = 4/(1+k2/kc)

for k1/k2 = 1/5 as used for the simulations in this
study). For the adhesion strengths kc/k2 = 0, 1/10,

1/5, 2/5, 3/5, and 1, this leads to χf = 0, 4/11, 2/3,

8/7, 3/2, and 2, respectively. The dimensionless con-

tact property, χ, quantifies the possible magnitude of

2 resembling κ in Eq. (12b) in Ref. [2]
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cohesion relative to repulsion and can be used in the

future to explain the shape of the termination locus,

see section 3.

2.2 Parameters and scaling

Note that the contact model is reasonable for fine pow-
ders [36], with (scaled) parameters given below. Before

scaling, however, the parameters are arbitrary and we

just use spherical particles with density ρ = 2000kg/m3 =

2g/cm3, an average size of a0 = 1.1mm, and the width

of the homogeneous size-distribution (with amin/amax =
1/2) is 1 − A = 1 − 〈a〉2/〈a2〉 = 0.18922. The un-

scaled stiffness parameters of the model are the maxi-

mal normal stiffness k2 = 500N/m, the plastic stiffness

k1/k2 = 1/5, and the tangential stiffness kt/k2 = 1/25.
The contact friction coefficient is µ = 0.01, the rolling

and torsion yield limits are inactive, i.e., µr = 0.0 and

µo = 0.0. The normal and tangential viscosities are

γn = 0.002kg s−1 and γt/γn = 1/4. Note that friction

is chosen that artificially small in order to be able to
focus on the effect of contact adhesion only.

The above values represent arbitrary numbers as

used in the DEM code and, e.g., corresponding to mass-

, length-, and time-units of mu = 1kg, xu = 1 m, and

tu = 1 s, respectively. However, as shown in Ref. [10],

the dimensional numbers can be re-scaled, e.g., choos-
ing the units mu = 1 mg = 10−6 kg, xu = 10 mm =

10−2 m, and tu = 1 µs = 10−6 s, so that the dimen-

sional model parameters translate to ρ = 2000kg/m3

(unchanged), a0 = 11 µm, k2 = 5.108 N/m, and γn =
2.10−3 kg s−1 (unchanged), while the parameter ratios

and other dimensionless numbers remain unaffected. In

particular this order of particle size, for dry powders, is

expected to display adhesive properties as implemented

in the model [10; 36].

In the first set of parameters (especially) size rep-
resents the original experiments of adhesionless milli-

meter sized plastic particles. The second set represents

adhesive fine powders. However, since scaling between

the two sets is straightforward, we use the first set of

numbers in the following.

2.3 Contact model for two particles

Even though this paper concerns quasi-static contacts,

the contact model is best visualized by plotting the con-

tact force against overlap during the collision of two

particles, see Fig. 2. At the beginning of a collision,
the force increases along the k1 branch. For large rel-

ative velocity, vrel = 0.4m/s, the force reaches the k2

branch, follows it up to high values, and then returns

on the same branch during unloading until it reaches

the negative kc branch. When it reaches the kc branch

unloading continues along this line. For lower relative

velocity, the k2 branch is not reached and unloading

takes place along a k∗ branch, where k∗ interpolates
between k1 and k2, see Eq. (8) in Ref. [10]. Note that

all collisions end with a final separation of the particles,

except for the one with relative velocity vrel = 0.2m/s,

where the dissipation is so strong, relative to the ini-
tial kinetic energy, that the particles stick and remain

in contact (with rather small overlap – see the green

line which ends at positive δ). More details and an an-

alytic study of the related coefficient of restitution will

be published elsewhere.

During a collision, in the absence of viscous forces,

kinetic energy (1/2)mredv
2
rel (before collision), with re-

duced mass of two average size particles, mred = m0/2,
is completely transferred to potential energy (1/2)k1δ

2
max

(at maximal overlap). This leads to δmax = vrel

√

mred/k1,

as an estimate for the maximal overlap reached (as long

as δ < δf ), as confirmed by the simulations in Fig. 2.

2.4 Model system geometry

The geometry of the sample is described in detail in

Refs. [11; 12; 19; 22; 38]. In brief, the assembly of spher-
ical particles is confined by gravity between two con-

centric cylinders, above a split ring-shaped bottom and
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Fig. 2 Contact force plotted against overlap for pair-collisions
with relative velocity, vrel, as given in each panel, for two particles
of average radius a = a0. The green and red lines and symbols
represent data for the model with (v=1) and without (v=0) nor-

mal viscosity, respectively. The three straight lines represent the
plastic branch, with slope k1, the adhesive branch, with slope
−kc, where kc/k2 = 1/5 is used here, and the limit-branch with
slope k2 that goes through δf = a0φf at zero force.
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with a free surface at the top. The outer cylinder ro-

tates around the symmetry-axis and the outer part of

the bottom is moving together with it. The split allows

that the inner part of the bottom remains at rest (like

the inner cylinder). The split initiates the shear-band
that propagates upwards/inwards and becomes wider

with increasing (height) distance from the bottom.

The simulations run for more than 50 s with a ro-
tation rate fo = 0.01 s−1 of the outer cylinder, with

angular velocity Ωo = 2πfo. For the average of the dis-

placement, only larger times are taken into account so

that the system is examined in quasi-steady state flow
conditions – disregarding the transient behavior at the

onset of shear. Quasi-steady state includes the possibil-

ity of very long-time relaxation effects, which can not

be caught by our relatively short simulations [19].

Nevertheless, we tested if the simulations are quasi-

static: Three additional simulations (data not shown),

two times slower, two times faster, and four times faster,

confirm that the present simulation is indeed very close
to quasi-static. The shear rate scales with the rotation

rate fo as externally applied (for two times slower and

faster). Only the four times faster simulation shows dy-

namic effects and deviates considerably from the others
(when all are scaled with fo).

2.5 Contact statistics in the quasi-static situation

The situation for the particles in the split-bottom ring
shear cell is quasi-static and pair-collisions, as discussed

in subsection 2.3 are rather unlikely. Instead, the parti-

cles remain in contact for relatively long time and each

contact is represented by one point in the force-overlap

diagram, see Fig. 3 (where no distinction between differ-
ent contact directions is made). Each point represents a

contact and different colors represent different heights,

i.e., different pressure levels. The larger the contact ad-

hesion, the more attractive forces are active and the
larger the typical overlaps are.

The particles in the cells – at a certain vertical

position z, due to the weight of the particles above

– have to sustain a certain pressure p(z), where the
average overlap is a (nonlinear) function of the pres-

sure. The lower z, the higher the pressure, and the

higher the average overlap and average forces should

be. Specifically, from the simulations with contact adhe-
sion kc/k2 = 1/10, the average overlaps are 〈δ〉 ≈ 0.85,

1.9, 3.2, and 4.0 × 10−5 m, for pressure levels p ≈ 100,

200, 300, and 400N/m2, with average forces 〈f〉 = 0.45,

0.81, 1.14, and 1.40mN, respectively, see Fig. 3(a).

For larger contact adhesion kc/k2 = 1/5, see Fig.

3(b), the average overlaps are larger, while the average
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(c)

Fig. 3 Force-displacement representation of all contacts in the
radial range 0.075m≤ r ≤ 0.080m (red points), for different
kc/k2 = 1/10 (a), 1/5 (b), and 2/5 (c). The different symbols
represent a zoom into the vertical ranges z = 8mm ±1mm (green
stars), 15 mm ±1mm (blue circles), 22 mm ±1mm (magenta
dots), 29mm ±1mm (cyan squares), with approximate pressure
as given in the inset. Note that the points do not collapse on the
line k2(δ−δf ) due to the finite width of the size distribution: pairs
of larger than average particles fall out of the indicated triangle.

forces are not changing much. For even larger contact

adhesion kc/k2 = 2/5, see Fig. 3(c), the average over-

laps are practically all above 〈δ〉 > 5 × 10−5 m, while

the average forces still depend linearly on the pressure
but with quite large fluctuations, probably due to the

presence of more and more strong adhesive (negative)

contact forces: The average positive and negative forces
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increase with contact adhesion strength, whereas their

average does not.

Thus for strong contact adhesion, most contacts (ex-

cept for very small p) drift towards and collapse around

the “limit branch” of the contact model with slope k2

(which is not based on the true physical behavior of

contacts at extreme overlaps – just because this be-
havior is unknown to us). One possible explanation for

this drift is micro-mechanical “plastic sintering”: Dur-

ing shear, large adhesion forces become active in the

tensile direction. These large attractive forces have to
be compensated by even larger repulsive forces in the

compressive (perpendicular) direction in order to main-

tain the overall compressive pressure level. These large

repulsive forces will eventually hit the plastic branch

with slope k1 and lead to increasing overlaps 3.

3 Results for varying contact adhesion

Five realizations with the same filling height, i.e., N ≈

37000 particles, are displayed in Fig. 4, both as top-

and front-view without (kc = 0) and with adhesion

(kc/k2 = 1/10, 1/5, 2/5 and 1). The color code indi-
cates the displacement rate and shows (observed from

the front) that the center of the shear-band moves in-

wards with increasing height (decreasing pressure) and

with increasing contact adhesion strength. Just exam-
ined from the top (like in the original experiments),

one observes that the shear-band moves inwards with

increasing filling height (data not shown) and adhesion

strength – and also becomes wider.

3.1 The effect of adhesion on the shear band

Fig. 4 shows that without cohesion the shear band is
narrower than with cohesion – all shear-bands being

rather wide close to the free surface. Very strong cohe-

sion makes the shear-band move so rapidly inwards that

it is localized (and thus narrow) close to the bottom,
see Fig. 4(f).

Since the particle number is the same in all simula-
tions, one can estimate from the bulk filling height (in

front view) that the density of the more cohesive sys-

tems is smaller. Specifically, the volume fraction decays

from ν ≈ 0.66 without cohesion to values as small as

ν ≈ 0.61 for the strongest adhesion (in the center of the
shear-band).

3 A direction dependent statistics of the contact forces that
distinguishes between the shear-compression and -tension direc-
tions is in progress with the goal to identify the mechanisms that
lead to the drift and the preference for large overlaps.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 4 Snapshots from simulations with different adhesion con-
stants, but the same number of mobile particles N = 34518,
seen from the top (Left) and from the front (Right). The mate-
rial is (a) without cohesion kc/k2 = 0, (b) with weak adhesion
kc/k2 = 1/10, (c) with moderate adhesion kc/k2 = 1/5 and (d)
kc/k2 = 2/5, and with strong adhesion (e) kc/k2 = 3/5 and
(f) kc/k2 = 1. The colors blue, green, orange and red denote
particles with displacements in tangential direction per second
r dφ ≤ 0.5mm, r dφ ≤ 2mm, r dφ ≤ 4mm, and r dφ > 4mm.
The displacement rate is averaged over 5 s intervals. Particles vis-
ible “floating” above the bulk are those glued to the walls.
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Interestingly, in contrast to the density, the coor-

dination number slightly increases with increasing ad-

hesion strength, since closed contacts are less easily

opened in the presence of attractive forces. The con-

tact number density, i.e., the trace of the fabric tensor,
see Refs. [11; 12; 28], is only slightly decreasing with

adhesion strength, whereas it was strongly decreasing

with increasing coefficient of friction [11].

3.2 Averaging and macroscopic results

Since we assume translational invariance in the tangen-
tial φ-direction, averaging is performed over toroidal

volume elements and over many snapshots in time (typ-

ically 40 − 60 s), leading to fields Q(r, z) as function of

the radial and vertical positions. The averaging proce-

dure was detailed for 2D systems, e.g., in Ref. [9], and
applied to three dimensional systems [11; 12], so that

we do not discuss the details here. Comparing the cases

with different degrees of adhesive parameters in Fig. 4,

we conclude that the shear-band localisation depends
strongly on adhesion. To allow for a more quantitative

analysis of the width of the shear band as function of

depth, fits with the universal shape function proposed

in Ref. [38] can be performed for small and moderate

adhesion, see Ref. [11], but will not be shown here.

A quantitative study of the averaged velocity field,

and the velocity gradient derived from it, leads to the

definition of the local strain rate,

γ̇ =
1

2

√

(∂vφ/∂r − vφ/r)2 + (∂vφ/∂z)2 , (4)

i.e., the shear intensity in the shear plane, as discussed
in Refs. [11; 12]. The shear plane is defined by its nor-

mal, i.e., the eigenvector of the zero eigenvalue, ê0 =

ê0(r, z), of the symmetrized strain rate tensor, which –

due to the cylindrical geometry – lies in the r−z−plane.
Thus, the orientation of the shear plane can be de-

scribed by a single angle [11; 12]. The other two eigen-

vectors lie in the shear plane and are rotated (around

ê0) by ±450 out of the r − z−plane.

Furthermore, one can determine the components of
the (static) stress tensor as σαβ = 1

V

∑

c∈V fαlβ , with

the components of the contact forces fα and branch

vectors lβ that connect the centers of mass of the par-

ticles with the contact points. The sum extends over

all contacts within or close to the averaging volume,
weighted according to their vicinity. Note that we dis-

regard the (very small) tangential forces here for the

sake of simplicity. The shear stress is defined in anal-

ogy to the shear strain, as proposed in Ref. [39], so that:

|τ∗| =
√

σ2
rφ + σ2

zφ. The other components of stress

as well as its eigenvalues and eigenvectors (relative to

those of the strain tensor) will be discussed elsewhere.

Remarkably, for non-cohesive materials the macro-

scopic critical state coefficient of friction, |τ∗|/p ≈ µ∗

m,

is well defined (data not shown, see Refs. [11; 12]),
i.e. the slope of the shear stress–pressure curve is al-

most constant for practically all averaging volumina

with strain rates larger than some threshold value. In

other words, if the dimensionless shear length [12] lγ ≈
tavγ̇ ≫ 1, with averaging time tav, clearly exceeds one

particle diameter, the shear deformation can be assumed

to be fully established – resembling the concept of a

critical flow regime. For the present data-set, with av-

eraging times tav ≈ 10 s, we observe that γ̇ ≥ γ̇c, with
γ̇c ≈ 0.08 s−1 is the shear-rate above which the shear-

bands are close to fully established. However, this (and

the ongoing drift – see above) makes the data for large

cohesion unreliable, especially close to the surface. This
is due to the very wide shear-bands, the shear rates are

rather low for kc/k2 ≥ 2/5. Those data require much

longer simulation times in order to make sure that the

critical-state regime is really established.

3.3 Shape of the termination locus

When elasto-plasticity and contact adhesion is included

in the model, a nonlinear termination locus is obtained

with a peculiar pressure dependence. This nonlinearity
becomes apparent when we plot the shear stress against

pressure for different coefficients of adhesion, as shown

in Fig. 5. The main effect of contact adhesion is that

it increases the strength of the material under large

confining stress, but not for small p, i.e., close to the
surface. For very weak adhesion the strength is given

by the linear relation between shear stress and pressure

like for non-adhesive material. In Fig. 5, the termination

locus is well fitted by the function

|τ∗| = µ∗

mp + c2

(

p

pf

)2

, (5)

with µ∗

m = 0.15, pf = 200Nm−2, and (a) c2=4, (b)
c2 = 15, (c) c2 = 68Nm−2, as indicated by the dashed

lines. (We confirmed that p ≈ σ∗ with p slightly larger.

The small value of c2 > 0 for cohesionless material is

probably due to the rather small ratio k1/k2 = 1/5,

which is different from the previously reported data for
which there was no plastic regime and no cohesion [11].)

For high confining stress p > pf , the shear stress

increases much less than predicted by the power law.

One rather has a classical cohesion |τ∗| = µ∗

mp+c, with
c = χfcf , cf ≈ 150Nm−2, and χf given below Eq. (3).

While a single value of cf , together with the analyti-

cal expression for χf , fits the data for large confining
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Fig. 5 Shear stress |τ | plotted against pressure p for three dif-
ferent adhesive parameters: kc/k2 = 0 (a), kc/k2 = 1/10 (b), and
kc/k2 = 1/5 (c). The magnitude of the strain rate, i.e., γ̇ ≥ γ̇i,
with the γ̇i given in the insets in units of s−1. The solid line repre-
sents the function τmax = µ∗

mp, where µ∗

m = 0.15 was used here,
while the dashed lines are the parabolic fits in Eq. (5), as dis-
cussed in the main text. The dotted line represents τmax + cf χf ,
with one reference macroscopic cohesion stress cf ≈ 150 Nm−2

for 1/10 ≤ kc/k2 ≤ 2/5. The dotted line in (a), where χf = 0, is
just an arbitrary fit τmax + 12Nm−2.

pressure (for contacts mostly on the limit branch), the

study of the parameters c2 and their relation to χ is in

progress.

The microscopic reason for the nonlinearity of the

termination locus is the nonlinear contact model: The
contacts feel practically no adhesion forces for very small

experienced pressure (close to the free surface). Larger

adhesion forces can be active for higher pressures in the

bulk of the material, due to a nonlinear increase of the
contact adhesion with increasing pressure in the plastic

regime of the contact model for overlaps δ < δf , see Fig.

3(b). For extremely high confining stress p > pf , the

majority of contacts resides on the visco-elastic limit

branch of the contact model, where the maximal pos-
sible adhesion force is constant and the overlaps are

δ ≈ δf , see Fig. 3(c). Thus the micro-mechanical mech-

anisms involve not only elasto-plastic deformation of

the contact and therefore adhesion, but also “plastic
sintering” (see subsection 2.5) during re-loading cycles

under continuous shear.

4 Conclusions

Simulations of a split-bottom Couette ring shear cell

with dry granular materials show perfect qualitative

and good quantitative agreement with experiments. The

effect of friction was studied recently, so that in this

study the effect of contact adhesion was examined in
some detail.

Like for particles without adhesion, the shear-band

is triggered by the split in the bottom and then its

center moves inwards with increasing height (decreas-
ing pressure) due to the ring-geometry. It moves in

faster/further and becomes wider with increasing con-

tact adhesion. For very strong contact adhesion, the

shear-band localizes close to the bottom wall.

The termination locus, i.e., the maximal shear stress,
|τ∗| in critical-state flow, also called critical-state yield

stress, when plotted against pressure – for those parts

of the system that have experienced considerable shear

(displacement) – is almost linear in the absence of ad-
hesion, corresponding to a linear Mohr-Coulomb type

critical-state line (termination locus) with slope (macro-

scopic critical-state coefficient of friction) µ∗

m = tan∆,

increasing with microscopic contact friction (data not

shown). A strong nonlinearity of the termination locus
emerges as a consequence of the strong adhesive forces

that increase nonlinearly with the confining pressure:

Attractive forces are very weak for low pressure and in-

crease considerably for larger pressure in the presence
of strong contact adhesion. Saturation is observed, since

the contact adhesion force cannot grow beyond a cer-

tain threshold (by construction). Therefore, due to this
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nonlinearity, the definition of a macroscopic cohesion

(shear stress at zero normal stress) becomes question-

able for low pressure levels, but is meaningful at higher

confining pressure.

The interesting phenomenology is due to the his-

tory dependent contact model: Particles and contacts
that have experienced large pressure can provide much

larger adhesive forces than others, which have not been

compressed a lot previously. Therefore, at the top (free

surface with low pressure) the yield stress and resis-
tance to shear flow is much lower than deep inside the

sample (high pressure), where due to the continuous

shear and contact re-loading, contacts have developed

towards large adhesion forces.

The physical origin of the nonlinearity in the contact

model is the permanent deformation at contact, which
leads to a larger contact surface area and therefore to

a stronger pull-off force (due to van der Waals forces).

As final remark, we note that the model contains two

unphysical simplification: (i) At extreme overlaps, a lin-

ear limit force model is used with a constant maximal
adhesion, and (ii) the longer ranged van der Waals ad-

hesion is neglected and only the contact adhesion is

considered. Future studies with the longer range (non-

contact) term will show whether this can lead to a more
linear, convex yield (termination) locus. In real systems

of dry, adhesive powders, the longer ranged adhesion

will provide some bulk cohesion, since – as shown in

this study – the contact adhesion alone is not effective

at small confining pressure.

Besides the study of several open issues, as raised
in this paper, future research will involve different shear

rates, different coefficients of friction, rolling- and torsion-

resistance as well as non-spherical shapes. Furthermore,

the microscopic contact network and force statistics in
the presence of adhesion has to be better understood

as well as the interplay between structure, stress and

strain – with the goal to define objective constitutive

laws based on the micro-mechanics. Finally, the present

numerical results should be calibrated and validated by
experiments.
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